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Development of the Shuttle provides the opportunity for the imaginative and
O'affffresslve exploitation _f 8pace for the benefit of mankind. Praetlcal utilization of
space requires manned low earth orbit and geosynehronous earth orbit mission for
construction, servicing, repair and operation of communications, solar power and
earth observation satellites. This document defines the requirements for a manned
System necessary to extend man's mission capability to geosynehronous orbit.
The document is structured "top-down" starting with program require,nents, fol-
lowed by mission, system and subsystem requirements. The rationale and/or source
for each requirement is identified by a reference number to the left of the require-
ment. Appendix A contains the full title page and paragraph reference.
• This document reflects the requirements developed for the MOTV during the
performance of the Manned Geosynehronous Mission Requirements And Systems Anal-
ysis Study (MGMRSAS), Contract NAS 9-15779. The requirements fall into three
general categories :
(i) Wellestablishedrequirements
(2) "Soft"requirements which require further analysis





I - PROGRAM REQUIREM_.NT$
This sectioncontainsthe program requirementsfortho MOTV derivedfromthe
contractStatementofWork (SOW) guidelinesand discussionswiththe NASA Program
office.
I,I The Manned OrbitalTranSferVehicle(MOTV) shall SOW (A/I,0/-)
provide the necessarymanned capabilityassociated
withtheinspection,servicing,repairmodification
as wellas constructionoflargegeospacesystems
such as communications,solarpower and earth
observationsatellites.
i,2 The MOTV willincludea manned moduleelement,an
orbitaltransferprop_aion elementand a mission
turnaroundsupportsystem.
1.3 initialMOTV configurationswillutilizethe Space SOW (A/4.3/-)
ShuttleTransportationSyctem (STS) including
_ availablelaunchfacilities.
1,4 Evolutionaryconceptsmay utilizeprelectedgrowth SOW (A/2.0/-)
versionsofthe STS and projectedpropulsion
units.
1.5 ExistingO_ v propulsionconceptdefinitions
suppliedby NASA Willbe utilized.
1.6 The MOTV willintegratecrew habitationand SOW (A/4,3/-)
safetyrequirementswithothermissionrelated
functionalrequirements.





!,8 GoneralpurposoMOTV Payloadequipmentshall A/4.7_
bc detarmlncclby thocommon satcllltafunetlons
PequiPod.
1,9 Miaaionswillbc of rOlat!volyshortduration SOW A/4.0/_)
with no roqutrement for a pormanant space
hablt_tionstructure,
i.i0 MOTV evolutionshallminimizepeak annusl A/2.6/-
spending.







:_ 2 _ MOTV MISSION REQUI_t_MI'_NTS
MOTV Mission shMl emphasize matched GEe sortiemissionsan_loonsider the
followtn[_ functions:
o Inspection _ DocMng/BortMnfl:
, - Checkout - Servicin_
- Deployment - Maintenance
- Manufacture - Repair
_ - ProceSsing - Retrieval
: - Assembly - Equipment Operation
: - Construction - Passenger Transport
- Rendezvous - Cargo Transport
2.1 REFERENCE GENERIC MISSION.S
The MOTV shallbe capable of supporting the MOTV Mission
Handbook
generic missionslistedin Table 2-i, i.e.,
RFP List Survey
:, - Inspection,Service & Repair References
'i
- Operation of a Large Space System MGMRSAS Datae





The MOTV shallaccommodate the genericmission
J_ orbits,crew sizes,and durations,defined ir
,_ Table 2-i.
,i
2,I.2 Orbit MOTV Mission
Handbook
The MOTV shallbe capab,e of operatingin earth
orbit space primarilybetween the altitudeof 200
and 40,000 kin,at any inclination.The primary
orbit of operation shall be GEe Other oribts ofi
: interestinclude 12 hr/63° ellipticorbitand a deep
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Table 2-1 Generic Ml_sions
s
REQUIREMENT RATIONALE/SOURCE
2.1.3 M_issi0,n Pa_!qad Rf_q__Pements
Payload requirements ave defined an those Fig, ?,_1
weight, and volume requiromonta, above the
MOTV propulMon modulo. Fig. 2° 1 ldontlflea
rhone rt_quh'oment_ for oath _enePi_ mist, Ion,
St_lndt!rd welp;ht_ mid crew cabin volume re ....
quipomonts front whiel_ t!_oso roquiromont_
are derived arc; whown in Ft_. 2_2 _md Table 2,_2.
'2,1.4 Orbit Phasin_ RoquiremQntst
MOTV orbitphasing expendable weight require- Fig. 2-3
meats ar_ specifiedin Fig, 2-3 for a nominal
mean on-orblt weit_htof 30,000kg.
2.1,5 Mission Duration, Crow Size & SRi!Is
2,t.5.1 Mi_ssionDuration.- Sho.llsupport the generic MfiMRSAS Mid Term
Review (Phase I)
missiontimellnesspecifiedin Table 2-I for on
orbit,orbitphasing, LEO operationsand trans-
fer times.
2.1.5.2 Crew Size - Shallvary between 2 and 3 persons Table 2-1
except for crew rotation/resupplymissionsre-
quiring a crew of two, with passengers, see
Table 2-I.
2.1.5.3 C_ew Skil_s- Include pilot,co pilotand mission Fig. 2-4
specialistsper Fig. 2-4.
2.1.6 MissionEquipment Requiremgnts
2.1.6.1 Esluipment - Major common support equipment Table 2-3
for the various generic missionsare listedin
Table 2-3.
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Table 2.2 Standard W,lgh, (kQ)
IT£M WEIGHT I SOURCE
*_ CREW MODULE PARAMI_TRIC8 GAC IN.HOUS_J +
(_ATA PKG 1,4
AIRLOCK 381 DATA PKG 1.4
OOCKINGMODULF.
, _ INT'L DOCKING ADAPTP_R 40B DATA PKG 1.4
= BERTHING RING: PASSIVE SO GAC IN.HOUSE
ACTIVE 150
MANIPULATOR
- RMSSHUTTLE (1E.3M) 393 DATAPKG 1,4
= MRWS (2.2 M) 90 DATA PKG 1.4





- RETRIEVAL SYSTEM 612 MSFC PRESENTATION
' _ - MARI'IN'$.2 TANK SYSTEM 2700 "TI_LOP RETRIEVAL/
; ' _ TANK SYSTEM S4B0 SKYLAB." AUG 77
i , CHERRY PICKER (MRWS)
. - OPEN 180 GAC MRWS
i . - CLOSED 3600  ARMPROGOFFICE
| BEAMBUILDER 7800 GAC PROGOFFICE
!
! MMU 94 + 18 (PROP.)+ 23 (FLT SUP$TAT) = 135 DATA PKG1.4
L_ EVA SUIT
! .
! .- - LEO 104 DATA PKG 1.4
i - GEO 1_1 HAM STD MEMO 2/917q
- IN.CABIN 8 HAM STD MEMO 2/9/7
, ,_ EQUIP. STOWAGE RACKS 10/RACK GAC IN.HOUSE
i _ii PAYLOAD RET/REL DRIVES 20 GAC IN.HOUSE
!_
12, FIXTURES/JIGS/TURNTBL 60 (TURN TBL) GAC IN.HOUSE





CIO& CALIB EQUIP, 10 GAC IN.HOUSE
=_! SPECDIAGNOSTICEQUIP, 30
i _': EQUIP, HOLDOWN LATCHES (hn 3 BOXES) 5 EACH
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",) _--_..-'7 m'_ ¸'_¸-_--7-_ .... .
INSPECTION, SERVICE & REPAIR
EQUIPMENT IN1 S1 $2 83(a) 83(b) I:R1
,i
• MANIPULATORS
• REACH (m) 2,5 2.0 2,5 _.5 2.5 2,5
• DOF 7 7 7 7 7 7
• NO, REQD, 2 2 2 2 2 2
- UNIT WGT (kg) 19,$ 178 185 195 195 185
• STABILIZER FOR BERTHING
- REACH (m) 2 2 2 2 2 2
• DOF 4 4 4 4 4 4
• NO. REQD. 1 1 1 1 1 1
• UNIT WGT (k0) 50 50 50 50 S0 60
i=
• EVA SUITS
• TYPE/NO. REQD, GEO/2 GEO/2 GEO/2 GEO/2 GEO/2 GEO/2 GEO/2
• NO. EVA'S PERMISSION (NORM OR EMERG) 2(EMERG) 2{EMERG) 2(EMERG} 2(EMERG) 2(EMERG) (EMERG) 1 (EMEI
• ENDURANCE TIME/EVA (HR) 6 6 6 6 6 6
- RAD PROTECTION REQD. NO NO NO YES YES NO
• TETHER YES YES YES YES YES YES
- UNIT WGT (kg) 137.5 137.5 137.5 137,5 137.5 137.5
• MMU'S
- NO. REQD. .....
- MAX, RANGE/EVA (m) ....
- UNIT WGT (kg) ........
• DOCKING
- TYPE ....
- NO, REQD. "....
- UNIT WGT (kg) ......
• CIO &CALIB EQUIP.
- TYPE OF C/O SUBSYST C/O MMS+ AN'[. COMP, + ANT, COMP, - ANT, FEED SURV
REQD. FEED C/O FEED C/O + ANT - + COMP, C/O SUBSY:
•- CRYO FLUID REPLENISHMENT FEED C/O -
.- WGT ALLOCATION (ko) 10 10 10 30 - 10
• EQUIP. ST'OWAGE RACKS, CONTAINER'S ...........
-TYPE EXP TRAY RACK MMS TWTHOLDERS BLACK - ANT.+EQUIP. SENSE)
HOLDERS BOX - HOLD. S/A
NO. REQD. 1 12 40 RACKS - 2 HOLDERS 2 HOL[
SIZE (m) 1 x 1 1.2xl.2x0.46 0.4x0.6;,0.9 30 m ANT.+COMP. VARIO




Table 2.3 GanarlO Missions IEqulpment Reqolramenta
INSPECTION, SERVICE & REPAIR OP_R OF A LG DEBRIS
SPACESYST RI_MOVAL
S3(o) S3(b) ER1 ER2 R1 OP1 PI.P4 DR1
2,5 2,5 2,5 3,0 2.5 2,5 - 4.0
7 7 7 7 7 7 - 7
_.: 2 2 2 3 2 2 - 2
195 195 185 210 195 195 -. 237
2 2 2 2 2 -. 2
4 4 4 4 4 - .. 4
1 1 1 1 1 = - 1
60 50 50 50 50 .... 50
I
GEO/2 GEO/2 GEO/2 GEO/2 GEO/2 GEO/2 1 LEO+I IN- GEOI2 GE(
:_t 2(EMERG) 2 (EMERG) 1 (EMERG) 1 (EMERG) 1 (EMERG) 2 (EMERG) CABIN/CREWMEN 1 (EMERG) 2 (E
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
YES YES NO NO NO NO NO NO
YES YES YES YES YES YES NO YES
46 1373 137.5 137.5 137.5 137,5 137.5 137.5 137,5
_ =_
-- - 100 ._
- - 135 _
• , -- -.
ii i
..... INT'L DOCK INT'L DOCK -
....... 1 1 -
- - 408 408
NT, COMP. - ANT. FEEL) SURV SAT. SAFING & SUBSYST + SAFING & AN'
+ ANT - +COMP. C/O SUBSYST C/O C/O INSTR CIO C/O AN'
FEED C/O - 5 kg CH245 kg CH4
30 - 10 10 10 10  10= 20 10
_IERSi BLACK -- ANT.+EQUIP, SENSOR MCD + P/L RET, LATCHES SAMP TRAY + RCS ESUPPLIE STOW,RACK
BOX - HOLD, S/A + RCS + SUBSYS
RACKS - 2HOLDERS 2HOLDERS 4LATCHES LATCHES+BRACKETS 49 LATCHES 1
:_.9 30 rn ANT,+COMP. VARIOUS VARIOUS 16 BOXES (3 EA) 3 rn TRIANGLE





_-P4 DR1 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 UC
.... i ii j i
=.-" 4,0 4 4 4 4 4 25 -.-
,..- 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 -
2 1 2 2 2 2 2 -
,_ 237 237 237 ;]37 237 237 502
i
.--... 2 _ .- 2 - 2 - -
4 _ _ 4 ,_ 4 ....
1 _ _ 1 ._ 1 _-
50 _ _ 50 .. 50 -
_-=4- GEO/2 GEO/2 GEOI3 GEO/3 GEO/3 GEO/3 GEO/2 -
JcWNIEN 1 (EMERG) 2(EMERG) 2(EMERG) 2(EMERG) 2(EMERG) 2(EMERG} 2(EMERG) -
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 -
_O NO NO NO NO NO NO NO -
i_O YES YES YES YES YES YES YES -
'37,5 137.5 137.5 137,5 137.5 137.5 137.5 137.5 -
=J=, .....
' _ 2 _ 2 2 2 _ _
._ 100 ,. 100 1(;0 100 _
__ 135 ... 135 135 135 __ __
ii. i i i M , i ......
:X ..........
L .;," • ,," ,,,,,
SAFING & ANT,FEED + SUBSYST + SUBSYST + ' $UBSYST + SUBSYST SUBSYST -
" CIO ANT.PATTERN CIO ANT, FEED C/O ANT.FEED C/O ANT,FEED CtO C/O C/O
10 10 10 10 1C 10 10 ....
i? _ STOW,RACK r.. 17 ANT.PACKAG ES ....
' + 2 S/A + SS , SAME AS SAME AS
. ,_ I - PoOLATCHES C2 C2 TBD - -
;3 EA) 3 m TRIANGLE - VARIOUS VARIOUS VARIOUS
100 =- 5 5 5
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1980006929-TSB05
INSPECTIOh SEIIIVICE & REPAIR
EOUIPMENT IN I $I $2 S3(a) S3 (b) ER I ER
• FIXTURES/JIGS
• TYPES ...........
• WGT (kg) .........
• BEAM BUILDERS
- NO. REOD. - .........
• BEAM SIZE (m) .......... -
•UNITWGT(kgl ......
• EVATOOLS
•TYPES TOOLIST TOOLIST TOOLIST TOOLISTTOOLUSTTOOLLtST TOOLUS"
• EST TOTAL WGT (kg) 25 25 25 25 25 25 2E
• SPEC, DIAGNOSTIC EQUIP,
• TYPE .... PART, PART, ELECT, ANALYZER ELECT,&
DET DET SCANNE
• EST WGT (k9) - 10 10 20 30
• AIRLOCK
• TYPE .... - -- -
• UNIT WGT (kg) .......
• TELEOPERATORS/PROP STAB.UNITS IPSU) TELEOPER, PSU
• CONTROL STATION LOCATION/NO.REQD, - - - MOTV/1 - MOTV/1
• MAX RANGE (m) ..... 1000 _ 10(
• EST UNIT WGT (kg) ..... _ 1100/1481 _ 01:
"'e CHERRY PICKER .......
.OPEN/CLOSED .......
• NO,MANIP, ARMS/REACH (m) ........
-NO. GRAPPLERSfREACH (m) .... ._ _ --
• EST WGT (kg) - - - _ - -
• STORM St4'ELTER
• NO. OCCUPANTS - -
•WGT (k9) - --




Tablo 2-3 Ooneri=MlsalonoEqulpmont Roq.lrem.nt8 (Contd)
OPEROF A LG OEBRIS
-_ SPACESYST REMOVAL CONSTRUCTII
ER2 R1 OPI PI.P4 DRI CI C2 C3
......... -, 3m D/A OEPL. MAST ASSY JIG
TURNTBL & GRAPPLER STR CON
50 20 5(
TOOL LIST TOOL LIST TOOL LIST TOOL LIST TOOL LIST TOOL LIST TOOL LIST TOOL LI_
:. 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 2!
ZER ELECT.& REMOTE REMOTE ELECT. ANALYZER .....
SCANNERS SCANNERS -= -









" OR1 C1 C2" C3 _C4 C6 C6 UC
3m O/A DEPL, MAST A$SY JIG _ PAB/A_;SY CORNER ASSY
'TURNTaL & GRAPPLER STR CONT ,IICJ JIG _ BEAM SP _ •
50 20 50 I O0 100 -
o i, i
..... 1 1
, ......... 1 I ......
.... 7500 7500 --
TOOL LIST TOOL LIST TOOL LIST TOOL LIST TOOL LIST TOOL LIST TOOL LIST L_
25 25 25 25 25 25 25 -
=, . , • , , ,, ,,,,
i
=, , , ., ,
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• D ON.ORBIT
_] ORBIT PHASING ASSUMES9 HR WORK/DAY IVA






GENERIC MISSION 0 "'INI $1 $2 83 ER1 ER2 R1 OP1 P1P2P3P4 DRI C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 CS
., CREW SIZE 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 33 2
SKILLS,PILOT/ 1/1 111 1/1 111 1/1 1/I 111 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1{2 1/2 112 II2 1/2 1/1
Mh_ION SPEC 1/1 111 112 112
_ NO. PASSENGERS 1 e 2e 4
_ ; 7764oBw








_i,,--¸ .._. _ ._ - ......
:" SMALL MEDIUM LARGE
i
" ITEM WGT ITEM WGT I TEM WGT
i i
1. RATCHET WRENCH T| O 1. PINCH BAR TBD 1. CABLE CUTTER TED
2. UNIVI_RSALJOINT 2. ADJUSTABLE WRENCH 2. SHEARS
3. SPINNER 3. PRONG TOOL 3. SHEPHERD'S HOOK
4. RATCHET EXTENSION 4. BOLT INSTL (81RT) 4. SPACE IMPACT TOOL
5. SOCKET SET 6. INERTIA WHEEL E. SPIN TORQUE SPACE TOOL
i, 6. ADAPTER 6, SPACE POWER TOOL
7. SCREW DRIVER I 7. SPACE TOOL MITTEN
8. TORQUE WRENCH 8. MMS-S/S MODULE
9. PLIERS RELEASE TOOL 't




":i REF: 1 - JSC.10605 - "SHUTTLE EVA DESCRIPTION ON & DESIGN CRITERIA
_: 2 - AIAA PAPER NO. "/2-230 - "SPACE TOOLS AND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT - CURRENT TECHNOLOGY AND
FUTURE REQUIREMENTS."0721.155W
HM2 ,,,
Table 2.4 Cahdldate Tools for MOTV Servicing & Ml,lons
.... 2-11
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MOTV operationalrequirements ape based on a I_
staffe APOTV 0.ol-lfip:ured ta support the ,_eeifte
gaa_ynchronous _;enerle mission.
2.2,1 Scenario
The APOTV overallmisslonactivityfrom launch
to recovery is defined in Fig. 2°5.
2.2.2 Shuttle Support
The standard STS support required for APOTV
': Operations sh_l include:
. 2.2,2.1 Standard - Ground maintenance and turnaround Fig. 2-5
support'.2 weeks, 160 hours.
2.2.2.2 *Ground to LEO Transportation,deployment as- Fig'.2-6
sembly and missionpreparationsas specifiedin
" Figs. 2-5 and 2-6.
2.2.2,3 *LEO rendezvous, retrieval,and transportationof Fig. 2-7
APOTV elementsback to earth followingGEe mis-
sion as specifiedin Figs. 2-5 and 2-7.
':_ 2.2.2.4 One STS support flightfor each of the major Fig. 2-5
_-, APOTV modules. (For example, the configure-
=:
-: tionshown in Fig. 2-5 would require a totalof
-: 3 flights)
2,2.3 *OrbiterNon-Standard Support Required
Payload chargeable non-standard support pro-
:' vided by the Orbiter shallinclude but not be
limitedto, the following:
2.2,3.1 Crew accommodations in the Orbiterin addition Table 2-i
IL
to its standard 28 man days of expendables and
crew equipment for four men required to support
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- REQU !REMENT RATIONALE/SOURCE
' 2.2, 3.2 *Extra (2nd) Remote Manipulator, System (RMS) Figs, 2_0 & 2_7
:_ to auppoPt aetivitie_ shown in Figu. 2_l a 2_7.
2, 2, 3.8 TPan_fer tunnel to connect the APOTV mannod
module to the Orbiter cabin for crew transfer.
_: 2.2.3.4 Power required (TBD) in aupport of APOTV Figs. 2_6 & 2-7
aotivitie8 indicated in Figs. 2-6 & 2°7.
2.2.3.5 Payload bay lightir g (TBD) consistent with the Figs, 2-6 & 2-7
: LEO ACTIVITIES Figs. 2-6 & 2-7.
-i, 2,2.3.6 Propellants and other fluids required for Orbiter Figs. 2-5, 2-6 & 2-7
loiter mode and support of APOTV turnaround
_i assembly operations.
_,'
i 2.2.3.7 Specific payload chargeable items required to JSC 07700
B/Table 3-1/3-41
support each mission will be based on the STS
. Chargeable Items List.
2.2.4 APOTV Operational Requirements
=_:: APOTV operational requirements shall include:
_', 2.2.4.1 Support of generic missions described in Table Table 2-1
:! 2-1, Figs. 2-2 and 2-4 plus a reserve of 4 days Figs. 2-2 & 2-4
for a crew of 3 _or contingencies.
_ 2.2.4.2 A low energy deorbit transfer propulsion system Fig. 2-5j
_ for each drop tank.
_:: 2.2.4.3 APOTV Turnaround requirements, i.e., C/Fig. 3-4/3-10
_' scheduled, unscheduled maintenance, and
_: prelaunch operations, shall be conducted on
the ground within the 160-hour standard






3 _ SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
This sectionprovides the overallhardware system requirements which willsatisfy
the program and missionrequirementsdelineatedin SectionsI and 2.
3. i CONFIGURATION
3,I.i Overall Vehicle Configuration Figs. 3-i, 3-2, 3-3
Allof the system and subsystem requirements devel-
oped in thisand subsequent sectionsare based on
the APOTV. Figure 3-1i11ustratesthe generalchar-
acteristicsof the typical1½ stage APOTV configura-
tion. Figure 3-2illustratesvariationsin the APOTV
Configurationtailoredto support specificgeneric
missionand relatedfunctions. Figure 3-3illustrates
the characteristicsof crew module design required
to aceomodate most generic missions.
_ 3.1.2 Subsystem Configuration Pig. 3-4
Figures 3-4illustratesthe major subsystem elements
and the typicaldistributionof the subsystems.
Specificsubsystem configurationsfor the individual
genericmissionsvehicleconfigurationsape covered
in Section4.
3.2 SAFETY & MISSION SUCCESS
Both safety- (man rating)and missionsuccess in-
volve reliabilityrequirementsbut from different
, points of view.
Safetyis chieflyconcerned with only those system
capabilitiesthat are needed to get the crew back to
Earth unharmed. These failsafecapabilities,which
-
may be degraded from nominal,must have - as a
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astronauts, program management and, ultimately,
public opinion are p_,epared to see manned MoTv
missions flown on a t'outine basis.
Mission Success, as distinguished from crew safety,
is chiefly concerned with money. The benefits of a
higher probabilityof missionsuccess are traded
against the cost of the increased reliability needed
to achievethatsuccess. Allthe system capabilities
needed for a particularmissionare involved,not just
those necessary for crew survival,
, In the system requirementsparagraphs that follow,
these two approaches are treatedseparately,but the
design and development of each subsystem must take
account of both.
3.2.1 Safety (Man-Rating)
;: To establish a frame o_ reference, the likelihood of
commercialairlinepilots,policemen,firemen,under-
ground miners, losingtheirlivesin job relatedin-
" eidents during the course of their entire careers,
%
_ varies between one chance in 120 and one chance in
20. The safetylevelof the MOTV/STS combination
shallbe such that an MOTV space crew member will
- have a comparable chance of surviving his career
number of MOTV missions.
:.i- The figures proposed for early MOTV operations
are: -
?,
: • MOTV crew member careerrisk I in 50
; i.e. crew career survivalrate 0.98
• Assumed number of missionsper crew members 10




This per mission survival figure has to be allooated
between the STS and MOTV phasos - malting an ar-
bitrary, _von, division we have:
, survival rate for STS phase of mission 0.999 _ I failure in I000
, survivalrate for MOTV phase of mission 0.999- I failurein I000
The initial crew member career risk of one chance
in 50 was selected bearing in mind that the safety
record of transport system improves with time,
when developed dilligentlyl typically experiencing
: : a halving of risk with 20 years of use. The pro-
:': gram risk - one missioncatastrophein 500 - tranS-
lateS,at 6 missionsper year, intoone missionlost
: in about 80 years.
Turning now to the Man Rating of the MOTV, the
overall catastrophic failure probability for the
. MOTV part of the mission is the sum of the failure
probabilities of those particular subsystems that
assure safe return of the space crew - (not those
: needed for mission success). "Failure" meaning
that the subsystem performance, together with any
alternate capability, has fallen below the minimum
needed to get home.
Future feasibility and cost studies together with
-. component development work shallestablishthe ap-
proximate distrubuflon of overall failure probability
among these critical subsystems. In the meantime,
as a guide to current studies, a first cut estimate of
this distribution is given in Table 3-1. The per-
centage column shows the proportion of catastrophic
failure "allowed" for each subsystem. The final
column shows the same distribution in terms of the





Table 3.1 MOTV Man Rating - Preliminary AllocatiOn of C.atastrophi¢ Failure
_' Likelihood
CRITICAL SUBSYSTEM % ALLOCATION MISSIONS PER CATAST FAILURE





RADIATION PROTECTION 12 8,000
CREW TRANSFER 3 30,000
FOOD/WATER 0 0o






sealed to match the previously diaeussad overall safe-
ty level of one fatal MOTV failure In 1000 missions.
3,2.2 Personnel
It is a design ffoal that no single malfunction or tea- Nominal Reqmts "D"
'_ sonablo combination of malfunctions shall result in
.... the potential of injury to MOTV, Orbiter and _round
turnaround personnel.
3, 2.3 Subsystem Malfunction Phase 1 Midterm
Review
3.2.3.1 Warning of subsystem malfunctions shall be given to
.. the "on" and "off duty" MOTV crew, the ground
support personnel and the orbiter crew (when in the
mated configuration).
3.2.3.2 Redundancy criteria for the subsystems are covered Phase I Midterm
by disciplinein Section4. Review
3.2.3.3 When the functional system failure results in the
significantdepletionof a o_ticalconsumable (power,
lifesupport, etc.) reserves shallbe provided for
TBD hours (missiondependent)
3.2.4 Illness
3.2.4.1 Health Diagnostics/monitoring shall be provided for
allcrew criticalfunctionswith adequate data warning
for the MOTV crew and ground personnel.
3.2.4.2 In ease of serious inness or accident the MOTV shall
have the capability to return to the Orbiter within
24 hours.
3.2.4.3 In ease of serieus illness or accident the Orbiter
shall have the capability to return to the ground
_ within an additional 24 hours.





REQUIREMENT RAT IONALE/SO URCE
:_ 3.2.5.1 Current Dose Limits - The allowable orow do,afro ia NaUonal Academy of
...................... Soionoo, RadiobloJog-
ffiven in Fig. 3-5. based on STS limits. If greater or ioal AdviSory Panel
lesser levels of risk ape acceptable these limits shall (1970)
, be adjusted accordingly.
i 3.2.5,2 GEe a 12 Hour Orbits = The MOTV shall provide the
following for GEe a 12 Hour Orbiter:
a) Warning of any event predioted to reach or ex _
p/em 2teed 108 total even flux of protons _>30
MEV
• b) Deorbit capability to return f;o an altitude less
than 3 earth radii within 7 hours
c) Crew shielding sufficient to survive a solar event
_ of 109 p/ore 2 total event flux or protons ._>30 MEV
N
3.2.5.3 Deep Space Orbits - Since timely deorbit is im-
practical fordeep space orbitsthe MOTV system
Shallprovide crew shieldingsufficiento survive
/. a solarflareevent of 1010 p/era2 totalevent flux
of protons >_30 MEV.
_ 3.2.5.4 Dosimetry - Personalactive/passivedosimetryand
_=- other on-board radiationinstrumentationshallbe
'i such that depth-dose information is provided in
real-time. Also it shall be able to identify the
" portionof the totaldose attributableto radiation
•:;: components with differingLET. The need to
monitorexposure to HZE particleswillbe required.
.... 3.2.5.5 TotalExposure Limits- The combined exposures for
the totalmissionshallincludeaccumulated doses
,: during orbital transfer, possible EVA, IVA opera-
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3.2.5,fl flolarFlare Caution and Warnin_fl_0y____tenl- To NASA MinMon Control
minimi_ethe radiation{u_zard_the following and NOAA, flpaoeEnvironmental
tolonlotry/_auti¢)n ;rod warnin_ di_ph_y_ nha!l Laboratory Voloo/
be pPovldod: Video _ound
• Early warnlnfi:(nfinlmum2 dayo) advanced
warning of an anomalouslylargo(A.L.)
_olnrflareevent.
e Continuous monitorinff of dose rate limits Onoboard Radiation
Detectors and Per-
sonal Dosimeters
• Spacecraft char_,_ln_ monitoring On-board Spacecraft
Charging Sensors
3.2.5.7 Long Term Solar Flare Prediction - Deterministic
capability (i.e., 100% probability) of long term
solar flare prediction of at least TBD days "be-
fore" fiare occurrence shall be developed.
3.3 RELIABILITY
:_ 3.3.1 Mission Goal Nominal Rcqmts "D"
The mission success reliability goal for the APOTV
shall be O.97 minimum for all missions (excluding
radiation hazard aborts). Redundancy levels will
be selected and defined to meet this criterion for
all missions.
3, 3.2 Minimum Subsystem Operational Criteria
Subsystem or component failures shall not pt_pa- Nominal Reqmts "D"
gate sequentially. With the exception of the Main
Engines, equipment shall be designed, as a mini-
mum, to be foil-operational/failsafe.
3, 3.3 Life Limited Components
All critical life limited components and subsys-
tems shall be designed to facilitate inspection.




_EQU IREMENT RATIONALE/SO URCE
event whioh damages one path is n_t likelyte
damage the otheP.
_. _, 4 CPitlealFunctions - S}n_j_jl?F_I_
The MOTV shallprovidetho _apabilltyfop pop_
forming oP[tlealfunctionsat a nominM levelwith
any _inffle oomponont failed,
3.3.5 CriticalFunctionso.Two ComponentFailures
With the oxceptlonof the main engines, the MOTV
shallprovide the _apabilltyto porfol,m oritlonl
functionsat a Pedtleedlevelwith any credible







: The MOTV _hall be desiKned to provide acacias Nominal Reqmts "D"
to equipment interfaces, equipment lnstalla-
_-" tions,and serviceumbillcalsrequiringInspee=
:_ rich, sarvtetng or verification during sched-




APOTV Line ReplaceableUnit (LRUs) configura- Nominal Reqmts "D"
,_ tion and accessibilityshallbe designed to facili-
tate ground turnaround operations.
3.5 ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY
3.5.1 Intra Subsystems CompatibiLity
i ,, The MOTV operationsshall not be limitedby
electromagneticinteractionsdue to the electro-
magnetic emissionsand susceptibilitiesof its
.... subsystem.
,, 3.5.2 Inter Systems Compatibilit7
_=,:, The MOTV shall not be a source of interference
to or a victimof interferencefrom nearby elec-
i
: tricaland electronicequipments and systems. Nominal Reqmts "D"
!
i', 3.6 INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS
_. 3.6.1 Shutt JSC Payloads
_ Accommodations
• The MOTV shallnot degrade STS integrity/ Document "B"
: . Safety and its elements shall fit within the
O_Oiterpayload bay and be compatiblewith
: ",5
the shuttle structural, dynamic, mechanical,




3. ft. 2 Launch Fa_llittes
MOTV elements shall be _ompatiblo with the launch
sit_ facilities used for turnaround operations.
3.6.3 Communl_tions
The MOTV communications upUnk and downlink
shall be oompatible with the Orbiter, MSFN, STDN,
TDRSS and SCB.
3.6.4 Docking System
The MOTV berthlng/docklng system shallbe com-
patiblewith Orbiter and SCB.
3.6.5 MOTV Grapple Fixture/Berthing Attachments MGMRSAS Data
AN RMS compatiblegrapple fixtureshallbe Pkg i.1
mounted on the MOTV for deployment and ret1_eval
operations,
Payload bay berthing attachmentsshallbe installed
on the MOTV to enable stowage and deployment.
3.7 FLIGHT OPERATIONS
3.7.I MissionEquipment
Provisionsshallbe made for missionequipment




_ Cabin design shallaccommodate EVA operations,
3.7.3 Unattended Operations
The MOTV shallbe capable of stayingin LEO un-
attended for (20 days). Subsystem willtherefore







Crew transfer between Orbiter or other
habitability modules and the MOTV shall be MGMRSAS Data
in a shirt sleeve pressurized environment. Pkg t. 1
3.7.5 MOTV Life
?
The MOTV shall have a minimum orbital life- MGMRSAS _ata
time of 10 years. Pkg 1.1
3.7.6 Manned/U nmanned Operation
The MOTV shall be operated directly by a crew
: when configured with a manned module or re-
motely from Ground when configured for cargo MfiMRSAS Data
transfer without a manned module. Pkg 1.1
3.7.7 Abort
Z
. External appendages shall not inhibit mission





REQ UIREMENT RATIONAL_ / SOURCE
4- SUBSYSTEM REQUII_EMt_NTS
This section provides the subsystem requirements for the APOTV configuration
necessary to support the various missions. These requirements are presented by
:_ discipline and as indicated in the forward consist of established nominal requirements,
starred (*) requirements which are soft at this time requi_lng further analysis and
TBD requirements which are recognized but not defined at this time. Requirements
-_ for the main propulsion elements are summarized at the module level at the end of this
section.
.:_: 4.1 STRUCTURE/MECHANICAL
4. I. l Safety Nominal Reqmts "D"
4. i. 1.1 All major load-carrying structures of the struc-
tural subsystems shall be designed to a safe llfe
of a minimum ten years in orbit with a scatter
factor of 4.0. Life limitations shall be identified.
4.1.1.2 As a goal, failsafe design concepts shall be applied
to all critical structure so that failure of a single
structural member shall not degrade the strength
of stiffness of the structure to the extent that the
crew is in immediate jeopardy.
4.1.1.3 The structure shall be designed to resist damage
: resulting from accidental impact during crew ac-
tivities.
4.1.1.4 Material Flammabillty/Toxicity standards shall be the
same as that specified for the STS.
4.1.1.5 Safety factors used for structural design shall be
consistent with those currently used for manned
operations.
Primary Structure





• Yield Strength: A factor of t.2 x limit load Nominal Reqmts "D"
shall be applied.
Cabin Pressure Structure
e Ultimate Strength: A factor of 2.0 x maxi-
mum relief valve pressure shall be applied,
Windows, Doors, etc,
i ii
• Ultimate Streni_th: A factor of 3.0 x maxi-
mum relief valve pressure shall be applied.
4.1.I.6 Fracture mechanics analyses shallbe used to Nominal Reqmts "D"
assessflaw growtl_,lifeand proof testre- MGMRSAS M.O.
quirements. Term Reviaw Phase i
4.1.1.7 Meteoroidprotectionshallbe provided by the
• MOTV design consistent with the meteroid flux
given in referenced document. The design
goal will be to provide sufficient protection to
assure an TBD probability of no mission failure
resulting from meteroid penetration.
'_ 4.1.2 ShuttleInterfaceRequirements JSC Payloads
= Accommodations
4.1.2.i The MOTV shallbe designed to withstand berth- Document
ing and docking loads of TBD.
4.1.2.2 The structure shall be designed to withstand B/4.2/4-7
• Orbiter launch and landing loads specifiedin
JSC-07700, Vol. XIV.
: 4.1.2.3 Structures shallbe designed to withstand tem-
perature cycling between -433°K to 366°K.
4.I.3 FunctionalDesign Requirements
4.1.3.i Equipment - All subsystem equipment which does
not require manned interfacein the pressurized





4.i.3.2 *Hatch fllze_ Nominal hatch sizeshallbe [ m. dla.
oter. An alternate egress hatch shall be provided
with a slzcnot lessthan 0.8 m.
4.1.3.3 No externalappendages shallblock egress.
4.1.3.4 Windows = Windows shallbe provided to permit
, viewing docking Rids, grappling operations and
manipulatorassembly tasks. Sizeshallbe mini-
mized, consistentwith previous requirements.
4.1.3.5 Window Matet,ial- CeMa doped fused silicaglass
(rain. 1.5 cm thick) to provide 4 g/era 2 shielding.
Additionaleye lens shieldingshallbe provided
• eitherby HamiltonStandard'sHelmet Shieldof
" 2 g/era 2 or goggleS.
4.I.3.6 Docking - Provide docking equipment to inter-
face with the Orbiter docking module and with-
stand loads of TBD.
4.1.3.7 Manipulator - Install interface structure to mount
two dexterous manipulators and one stabilizer.
4.1.3.8 Solar Array - Provide mounting for solar array.
4.2 AVIONICS
4.2.1 Displays and Controls Functional Requirements
4.2.1.1 Provide sufficient duplication of displays and con-
trols to permit the vehiole to be piloted from either
i
the pilot or copilot stations.
4.2.1.2 Provide manual flight controls including rotation
and translation hand controllers at both the pilot
and copilotstations.
:/ 4-3
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4.2,1.3 Supply provlsionsfor thQ selectionof either
manual or automaticflightcontrolmodes to meet
missionou_eetives.
4.2.1,4 Display the cautionand warning data obtained from
Data Management S/S for malfunctionidentification.
4.2.1.5 Provide circuitbreakers forcontrolof AC and DC
Power to allsubsystems,
4.2.1.6 Display Closed CircuitTV (CCTV) during IVA and
: provide controlsto operate the manipulators.
4.2.1.7 Accept colorTV from a hand held camera during
EVA for displayin the cabin, and for transmis-
sionto the ground along with CCTV pictures.
4.2.1.8 Provide a Computer CRT Display and a keyboard
for entranceintothe DigitalComputer (CPU).
4.2.I.9 Supply dedicatedswitches,controlsand instru-
_-o ments to monitor, command and control all the
_= vehicle subsystems during operation of the MOTV.
4.2.1.10 Display the range and bearing information from
the passive and cooperative targets during the
rendezvous operation.
: 4.2.I.ii Provide a Data DistributionCenter for routingand
switchingthe variouselectricalsignalswhich enter
and leavethe Cabin displaysand controlsforother
• systems in the vehicle.
: 4.2,2 Data Management FunctionalRec_uirements
4.2.2.1 Accept statusinputs from the variouselectronic
i: subsystems, main engine, ACPS, fueldistribu-
tionsystem and the drop tanks.
4.2.2.2 Signalconditionthe statusinputs so thatthey





4.2.2.3 Electronically _nmple the statu_ inputs by an
electronic eomnmt&tor to be applied to the Pulse
Code Modulation Electronics.
4.2.2.4 Provide a data stream via the data distribution
center to the Communication Subsystem for
modulating a sub=carrier oscillator (SCO) for
transmission to the ground.
4.2.2.5 Utilize the conditioned gtatus inputs so that the
Caution and Warning Electronics (C _ WE) can
,i'
drive the crew displays of caution and warning
data on the vehicle.
• 4.2.2.6 Accept Bio-Med Inputs from the crew for trans-
mission to the gTound regarding the health status
of the crew members.
4.2.2.7 Accept ECS and Life Support inputs for display
in the cabin and transmission to the ground.
4.2.2.8 Provide a tape recorder to work in conjunction
with the Data Distribution Center to record data
and voice, and to playback to the ground as
required.
4.2.3 Attitude Control Determination Functional
Requirements
4.2.3.1 Provide attitude information obtained from the
inertial measuring unit (IMU).
4.2.3.2 Mechanize the IMUs to supply vehicle attitude
information and incremental velocity ehan_e
information.
4.2.3.3 Place the IMUs under the control of the Digital
Computer and have them provide leveling and







4.2. $. 4 Mount the IMU to a navigation base along with tha
8tar 8eannars.
4.2.3.5 Mechanize the Star Scanners to provide star-anglo
measurements for alignment of the IMU.
4.2.3.0 Utilize the horizon sensor to provide rodund,nt
_- attitude information to the Digital Computer.
i 4.2.3.7 Provide automatic and manual control capability
,. for allmission phases except docking, which is
manual only.
i=i 4.2.3.8 Generate guidance commands that drive control
i loops to actuate valves in the main propulsion
• system and the RCS.
4, 2.3.9 Provide attitude and steering displays for the
" crew •
}
4.2.3.10 Provide a keyboard for the crew with entrance
:: into the Digital Computer for eMling up tnforma-i"
tton to be displayed on the Computer CRT Dis-
}: play.
L
4.2.4 Tracking, Telemetry _ Communication Functional
Requirements
4.2.4.1 Provide votee communication among crew Stations
_ in the MOTV.
_ 4.2.4.2 Provide voice communication to outside manned
:: activities via hardwire.
:" 4.2.4.3 Providevoicecommunicationbetweenthe MOTV,
the ground stationsand the Shuttle via RF Link.i"
4.2.4.4 Transmit high bit data from MOTVto the ground
_ via RF Link.
i
4.2.4.5 Generate, transmit and distribute closed-circuit
;





' 4.2.4.00en_ate and transmit color TV or CCTV to the
_round via the RF Link,
4.2.4.7 Provide a turnaround ran_n_ signal for tracking
by ground stations using the RE Link carriers.
4,2.4.8 Reo_ve command data Signals from the ground
.,. via RF Link annd distribute them for use by the
supporting avionicS.
4.2.4.9 Transmit MOTV status and crew health to the
ground via RF Link.
:_. 4.2.4.10 Provide for location and interfacing of GFE de-
cryptors and eneryptors for DOD missions for
processing voice and data from and to the ground
stations.
4.2.5 Rendezvous Radar Functional Requirement
, 4.2, B. 1 Acquire and track passive targets for supporting
rendezvous with other manned and unmanned
vehicles in space.
' 4.2.5.2 Acquire and track cooperative targets with beacon
. transponders for supporting rendezvous between
.:, the MOTV, the Shuttle and other vehicles.
i 4.2.5.3 Provide range and beating informationto the
:_ attitude Control and Determination subsystem and
_! forthe Rendezvous Displayon passive and co-







4.3 ,ELEC,TRICAL POWER SUBSYSTEM
4.3.1 Configuration
4.3,I,1 Schematic
.... Figure 4-I depictsthe MOTV electricalpower
subsystem configuration,The primary source
.' of electricalpower shallbe fuelcells. A solar
_;_'
array recharge system willbe used on missions
with higl_energy requirements when there is
a weight advantage.
_ 4.3.1.2 Hardware Location
,o.
' All prime power generation, storage, control
and conditioning functions shall be located
on the propulsionmodule. Cabin module
electricalpower requirementsshallbe pro-
vided by the propulsionmodule EPS via a
remote load controland distributioncenter,
located within the cabin module.
4.3.2
i! 4.3.2.1 Redundancy.
,, Redundancy shall exist in the EPS to provide
7
for mission success in the event of a single
:i' failureand provide for a safereturn ifa
_,i second failureoccurs in the same section.
4.3.2.2 Reliability
"i The overall mission success reliability of thei
t'
!; electrical power subsystem shall be TDB .
The crew safety reliability shall be TBD .
i 4.3.2.3 Distribution and Control
°'_• Distributionand controlof the primary power
_: shall be such that a malfunction in the genera-
:. tion or storage section shall not cause loss
4-8
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_v !nt_rPuptlonof tots!w3hlal_pawaP during
aPitiealmissionphases. The main busses
_hall he capable of being powernd from more
than .no _ouru_.
4.8, 3 l,'mlOtionl!! !!9_ull'_iilelits
4, 8, ,3,l, O0__oriitloniil
The MOTV [irlm_power st!l)_Jystonl,located
in the propulsionmodule, _3hallbe capableof
.. autonomous operation. Over-ride controlof
the prime power subsystem shallbe provided
withinthe ottbinmodule and to ground sup=
port personnel.
4.3.3.2 Voltage
The primary voltageshallbe a nominal TBD
volts, de. Secondary voltage requirements
shall normally be the responsibility of the user.
4.8.3.3 Powe_
The maximum power to be made available to MOTV
user loads shall be 5.0 kW.
4.3.3.4 Energy
The maximum energy requirement willbe 3000 kW-hr
for missionsup to 80 days in duration.
4.3.8.6 Energy Reserve
i
A minimum of 50 kW-hr of emergency energy
shallbe continuouslyheld in reserve during
a mission.
4.8.3.6 Growth Capability
The EPS shall have the capability for power and






Tha EPS shallhave a maintainedlifetlmaof not




The MOTV shall be capable of receiving up to




The MOTV shall be capable of full power opera-
tion using ground facility interfaces.
4.4 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL & LIFE SUPPORT
4,4,i Functional
4.4.1.1 Provide ShirtsleeveEnvironment for 2 to 8 Men
4.4.1.2 MissionDurations Up to 30 Days
4.4.1.3 Cabin Conditions- The cabin shallbe maintained
at the following conditions:
Temperature: Normal 18°C - 24°C 62° - 75°F
Emergency 1O°C- 32°C 50° - 90°F
Humidity Dew Point ]O°C - 162°C 50° - 60°F
Pressure (O2/N 2) 0.5 bar - 0.6 bar 7.5 = 8.5 psia
CO spp 3- 5ram Hg.
Cabin Leakage 1 kg/Day 2,2 Ib/Day
4,4,I.4 Crew MetabolicRequirements - The subsystem STS Design Criteria
shallbe designed to provide fopthe following
• crew metabolic rates:
Avg Metabolic Rate 11,200 Btu/Man Day
., CO 2 Produced 0.96 kg/Man Day
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REQUIREMENT RATIONALE/_OURCE
Condensate 1.58 ks/Man Bay
0 2 Required 0,fir kg/Man Day
Potable Water Req'd 2,3fi ks/Man Day
Urine Produced 2,[}0 ks/Man Day
4.4, 1,5 Redundancy Philosophy ._ Subsystem shall be 8TS Design Criteria
designed to be fail safe with 96 hour survival
provisions.
Additional redundancy for less reliable com a
ponents (e.g. ,, pumps, fans, re_ulators) shall
be provided as required.
4.4.1.6 Design Goal - As a design goal, the subsystem shall
use regenerable system concepts to minimize ex-
pendables and resupply requirements. In particu-
lar, the following concepts shall be stressed:
• Regenerable CO 2 removal system
$ Reclamation of waste water for all uses
'_ except drinkingE ,
O Store potable water
:.:? O Electrolysis of'reclaimed water for 0 2 generation
Figure 4-2 illustrates the subsystem schematic
utilizing the above concepts.
: 4.4.2 Safety Requirements
" Emergency pressurization shall maintain the STS Design Criteria
:: cabin at 8 + 0.5 psia for 1/2 hour when
: leakage equivalcn_ to i/4 iv.oh diameter hole.
4.4.3 High Pressilr_Stora_ Vessels
i High pressure storage vessels shall be mounted
i :
externally with a minimum ultimate strength of










For crow rotation missions, the Orbiter shall pro-
vide ECLS see,cleon for up to a passengers and
crew ascending and descending in the MOTV crew
capsulecarriedin the Orbitercargo bay.
4.5 THERMAL CONTROL
4,8.I FunctionalRequirements
4.8.I.1 Design Goal - Passivethermalcontrolapproach Nominal Reqmts "D"
: should be utilized where appropriate, or if not
feasible,the design should minimize system
complexity and weight.
4.8.I.2 System Requirement - Provide thermal heat re-
jectionsystem to maintain/remoVecabin heat
and electrical/electronicequipment heat (TBD).
4.5.1.3 OrientationRequirement - The subsystem shall Nominal Reqmts "D"





4.6.1.1 Loss of Cabin Pressure - Sudden lossof cabin
pressure integrityshallinitiatewarning.
4.6.1.2 MOTV Contingency Egress - An alternatemeans
_ of egressing the MOTV shall be provided.
4.6.1.3 Fire Detection - Fire detection and suppression
shall be provided.
4.6.2 Functional Requirements
4.6.2.1 Habitability- Provide habitabilityvolume for H
TBD crew to meet the requirementsshown in
:.... Fig. 4-3.
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4.6.2.2 Anthrop, ormer!c - Accommodate ma),e _nd female Nominal Reqmts "D"
operators in the 5th to 95th percentile anthro-
pormeric range.
4.6.2.3 Noise Levels - Continuous noiselevelswillnot
exceed 50 dB in the 600 to 4800 Hz range, and
70 dB above 4800 Bz.
4.6.2.4 Body Position- Design for crew neutralbody i
positionin zero gravityshown in Fig. 4-4.
4.6.2.5 Visibility- Windows sizedto provide view of
manipulatorslavearms and stabilizerthroughZ i:
fullrange of expected servicingand construc-
tiontasks.
4.0.2.6 Personal- Provide the following:
a) EMU stowage and donning station
-i
b) Waste management system (toilet,urinal)
c) Food preparation/eating/storagearea
(hot & cold)
d) Sleepaccommodation & storage for personal
items (Hygiene, recreation,clothing).
_i: 4.6.2.7 Work Station- Work stationrestraintsand IVA
, handholds.
4.7 GUIDANCE NAVIGATION & CONTROL
_ 4.7.1 FunctionalRequirements
4.7.1.I Rendezvous - The MOTV shallhave the capability
of departing LEO and rendezvousing with a satel-
litelocatedin GEe. The reverse sequence capa-
bilityshallalsobe provided; the MOTV departs
GEe for rendezvous with Orbiterin LEO.
4.7.1.2 Docking - Docking capabilityshallbe provided
to mate with Orbiter and other cooperative
spacecraft.
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r,_ 4.4 Crew Neutrsl Body Position in Zero Gravity
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4.7.1.3 ControlAuthority - PPovlde controlauthority' MGMRSAfi DATA
i Pkg. i.1
' - RotationalAcceleration10°/sQ¢2
_ Translation 0.3 ft/sec 2
Attitudo deadband shall be _+0.1°
4.8 ATTITUDE CONTROL
4.8.I Thrusters - Thrusters shallbe provided fop
attitudecontrolmounted on the propulsionmodule
'i
4.8.2 Thruster Plumes - Thruster Plumes shallavoid
_ _ work volumes.
: 4.9 CONTROLS & DISPLAYS
4.9.I Safety Requirements
_ 4.9.I.I Automatic Switchover - Visual and/or audio Nominal Reqmts "D"
i cautionand warning shallbe provided to the
!i crew, in the event of any automaticsubsystem
I switchingto alternate/backupmodes of opera-
! tion,and when criticalcomponents failor
_ malfunction.
4.9.1.2 Redundancy - The critical command and control Nominal Reqmts "D"
circuitryshallbe designed to a fail-operational/
failsafeas a minimum.
4.9.2 FunctionalRequirementsi
4.9, 2.1 Design Eye Point - The design eye pointis Nominal Reqmts "D"
•" specifiedin Fig. 4-2,
4.9.2.2 Layout - Cabin displaysshallminimizeexeur- Nominal Reqmts "D"
sion intothe manipulatorcontrollerworking
volume and crew line-of-sight to assembly tasks.
4.9.2.3 Commands - Provide computer entry keyboard Nominal Reqmts "D"




4.9.2.4 Closed CI__ - A closed oirouit TV moni- Nominal Reqmts "D"
toz, display shall be located adjacent to the
cabin windows.
4.10 ILLUMINATION Nominal Rcqmts "D"
4.10.1 Manipulator Lighting
Lights shall be mounted on the cabin to provide
50 f_c of luminous intensity within reach of the
manipulators.
4.10.2 Exterior Lights Nominal Reqmts "D"
Position lights shall be mounted on the exterior
of the MOTV for determination of vehicle orienta-
tion. Each light shall have luminous intensity
of 2.5 candlepower.
4.10.3 MOTV Cabin Lightin_ - TBD Nominal Reqmts "D"
4.11 DEXTEROUS MANIPUL_.TOR
4.11.1 Slave Manipulators Nominal Reqmts "D"
The MOTV shall have two slave manipulators,
located on the exterior front face of the crew
module, see Fig. 3-3, and shall be c_ipable of
being installed/detached in orbit.
4.11.2 Manipulator Dexterity & Reach Nominal Reqmts "D"
_, The 7 DOF manipulators shall have a maximum





4. II.3. Interfaces Nominal Reqmts "D"
The tip shall have mechanical and electrical
interfaces to accept a variety of end effcotor_.
4.12 GRAPPLER (Stabilizer)
4.12.1 Grappler Controls
, The MOTV shall have one grappler arm. Motion
i'
i_ controls shall be panel mounted in immediate
_ vicinity of the manipulator controls and displays.
i_i: Position shall allow direct activity observation
!'ii through windows provided.
,. 4.12.2 Grappler Reach




The grappler tip shall have mechanical and
- !
i i electrical interfaces to accept a variety of end
effectors.
: o, 4.12.4 Location
The grappler shall' be mounted at the top center
!_:_: of the cabin windows as illustrated in Fig. 3-3.
!_! i.13 PROPULSION MODULE CHARACTERISTICS
i The propulsion module shah be an autonomous
i i
i_, vehicle capable of operation in either a manned or
i _.: unmanned mode. It is configured to handle four
i Shuttle compatible propellant drop tanks surround-
ing a central core as depicted in Fig. 3-1. Each
! drop tank has a usable capacity of 27,270 kg ex-
i' cluing boiloff. The core tank has a capacity of
•_ 17,500 kg. Therefore, with four drop tanks plus
_:: a fully loaded core, the total usable capacity of





bolloff rate shall not exceed 19 kg/day per tank
and tank sizing shall assure that a mlxturo ratio
., of ft.0 nan be maintained. The stage shall he do-
signed to operate with any number of drop tanks
up $o four either fuUy or partially loaded. The
characteristics of the drop tank is summarized in
Fig. 4-ft. Each drop tank _hall be provided with
a deorbit propulsion and guidance system so that
,: safe jettisoning and entry into earth's atmosphere
can be assured when its propellant is depleted.
: " The baseline propulsion system for MOTV shall Aerojet OTV Engine
' Study
i i use two RLIO Cat IIB type engines with an Isp
of 458 sec at a 6.0 M.R. Each engine delivers
15,000 lb of thrust and is gimbalable over a _+20
deg angle to enable tracking the C.G. depend-
' ing on the number of drop tanks employed. The
propulsion core shall also accommodate the new
" advanced space engine when !.tbecomes available.
.. The propulsion core vehicle contains all of the
necessary subsystems to permit its operation in an
'- unmanned mode. It also contains appropriate
_-i interface electronics to allow manned operation
from the MOTV crew cabin. The characteristics







_I_ABLI5IEXCLUDING I_OILQFF) = 2'7,_'70k9
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,= VOL-.,LH_ - go,_ m3
= VOL, L02 [] _0,0m;_
= I_MPTYWEIGHT _ tt_OkO
• MAY,0OlLOFF ,_AT(_ = 10kg/I3AY
• COMPATIBILITY PROVISIONS o STSCOMPATIBLE
=;. ¢ DEORBITPROVISIONS
:' - ST'DOEORBITAV *ADDITIONAL_V FORHIGHER ORBITS = 120ft/_c*AVTBO
- SRMWEIGHT . 101ko
: - SPINSYSTEMWEIGHT _ 10k0
- NUTATION DAMPER = 10k0
i i
Fi_ 4.5 Drop Tank CharaeteriBtics
i ,, , ii. i i
• MAIN PROPELLANT CAPACITY = 17,B00 k9
__ - LH2 I"ANK VOLUME = 36.36m 3
,,, LO2 TANK VOLUME = 13,62 m3
• MAXIMUM DIAMETER = 4,27 m
-'" • OVERALL LENGTH = g.8 m
• MAX BOILOFF RATE/TANK - 19,0 kg/DAY
.- • MAIN ENGINE (2) = RLIO CAT liB
-: .... THRUST LEVEL EACH = 66,700 N
- Isp [EFFECTIVE) = 456 SECAT S.0 MR
.... GIMBAL ANGLE = *. 20=
- ' • RCSPROPELLANT CAPACITY = 2600 kg
--_ - THRUSTERS (IN 4 MODULES) = HYDRAZII_IE
- THRUST LEVEL EACH = 700 N
- Isp (EFFECTIVE) = 230 SEC
• MOUNTED INSIDE OR OUTSIDE INTERTANK SKIRT
" - FUEL CELL (3)
- REACTANTS
•, - RADIATOR = 4.63 m2
- SOLAR ARRAY (IF REQb) = 12 kWe
- OTHER SUBSYSTEMS
" - INTERFACE ELECTRONICS
-: _776._o9w
" i.{, Fig. 4-6 PropulsionCore Cherecteristics
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APPENDIK A
Ratlonale/gauraa E×planatlon and Llstinl_s
In__rodu_etlon_
The roquhlcments ttppearlnff in the body of tht:t report rOnult from the Manned
Geosynehronou_ Mt,_sion Requlrement_ Sy_tem_ Annlyt_ls Study under Contract NAS
9=1,5779, Specifically, prob,,am requirement8 were derived from the SOW and eommunl_
nations with NASA and 6rumman program personnel; mission rQqulroments earns from
the blisston Requirements Definition Tozk_ _ystem and _ubsy_tom requirements from the
Manned Systems Requirement'_ and System Concept Definition Tasks and; turnaround
support requirement_ came from the Support Requirements Definition Task. References
identifying the requirement source(s) are listed next to each requirement. The source
identification code used is defined along with the specific source documentation in the
followingparagrapl_s.
Source Code Definition
The code for the Rationale/Source column to the right of the requirements column
in the body of this report is:
: ..,,,.,.....,,,/X/X. X. X/X,_.,...,._
Dec mSource u ent Paragraph No. Page No.
Sourer Document Code
A. Manned Geosynchronous MissionRequirements System Analysis Study, NAS
,, 9-15779, SOW, ExhibitA, dated May 26, 1978
B. STS Payloads Accommodations Document, JSC 0700 Volume XIV includingChange
#27, dated November 30, 1978
C. KSC Launch SiteAccommodations Handbook, March 1978
D. Nominal values based on Grumman's experience with manned and unmanned space
systems.
E. TMX-53865, second edition,dated August 1970,






G. Figure supplied by Environmental Control & Life Suppor¢ Branch, JSC,
H, Spaeearaft Habitability Volumo Raquirements - Orumman Memo NgS-MG-M001_,
dated 214179.
1, Zera-G Work_tat_on Design, dgC-O099f12, 6/7fl.
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